
Give life to 
your access
A system inspired by HYBRID technology,

combining standalone and centralised 

access control, brought KEOLA® to life.
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Made in France

At Sewosy, we have created KEOLA® with the intention of anticipating our clients’ 
expectations.

Designed and manufactured in Alsace, KEOLA® marks a turning point towards an era 
where technology integrates seamlessly into everyday life, offering simplicity, security 
and connectivity simultaneously. At the heart of our initiative, this system symbolises the 
ultimate combination of innovation and adaptation. KEOLA® is not only there to respond 
to your specific needs, but also to your story.

The choice of the name ‘KEOLA®’, meaning ‘precious life’ in Hawaiian, conveys our 
commitment to a more human and safety-conscious approach. This name marks our 
progress towards an era of connected systems, whilst highlighting our focus on protecting 
what is precious to you.

With this name, we express our wish to leave a positive imprint and to reinforce the idea at 
the heart of our agenda: security. That is how KEOLA®’s story will mark the beginning of 
so many other stories.

The story of KEOLA®



Functionality Flexibility Security
Online or offline mode

No consumables or subscriptions are 
required. 
Access management, configuration and 
programming with your smartphone

Unlocking access remotely or on site 
via touch screen. 
On site, hands free operation for 
optimal user comfort

Quick and easy installation, avoiding 
the cabling constraints of a centralised 
system

A unique application, with user-
friendly multi-site configuration and 
programming

Add users in the blink of an eye: email 
invitation, fast and GDPR compliant 
registration

Complete security, from the 
manufacturing process through to 
every stage of use

In partnership with connected devices 
industry leaders:

BLUETOOTH® 4.2 (Low Energy 2,4 GHz) + WiFi® (2,4 GHz) 

Secure and end-to-end encrypted link, from the server 
(cloud) to your smartphone.

Presence
detector

A colour for each
status

Unique LED
signature

Pink anodised
finish

The brilliance of the KEOLA® 
connected system:

Offset mounting - bus RS232




